
Your thoughts / opinions on these ideas for cups...?

The idea is: as you sip your coffee throughout the day, get inspiration to make your 
project happen. Original concepts – not tired old cliched quotes.

So with these concepts in this category, the niche I’m considering is companies that 
encourage innovation.

At the mo I have 3 Categories in the online store
1. Project Inspiration (the concepts in this pdf)
2. Conversation Pieces (society and literature)
3. Embrace The Now (meditation and spirituality)

Applicable to all 3 categories:

Sip + Be Inspired. Verbal + Visual Ideas to Inspire Your Youniverse.

I appreciate your thoughts, including ‘don’t like’ or whatever you think.

richard@verb.ly

Images of handmade prototypes: a mug and an espresso cup. 
We’re trying some slightly misshapen shapes.

There’ll also be not-handmade options.

Companies can have their logo on the cups, along with the 
concepts.

In this pdf: images of 16 cup concepts ––––>



<––– bag of apostrophes

2. Elon Musk, Tunnel

1. I’mpossible

2. Elon

If I come up with a concept that’s been 
done already but is not prominent on 
Google, I keep it. Like this I’mpossible.

If a concept has been done a lot I throw 
it out. For example, I threw out ‘Just Ship 
It’ (Like the Nike ‘Just Do It’), because it’s 
been done quite a bit. But I might add that 
back in, I don’t know.

3. failuresuccess



4. iceberg

6. Leap or Lose

Of course, the concepts need to make sense without 
explanation. This cup is an exception. The intention 
is that the ‘sipper’ knows the quote “I don’t believe in 
taking right decisions. I take decisions and then make 
them right.”

And this cup serves as a reminder of that quote.

5. decide. Make it right



7. Ideas are from Outer Space

8. Stay Hungry. Launch

9. law of attrACTION



10. oB.S.tacle

11. To do: Ship it

12. Steve Jobs, Ding



13. 365 Opportunities

15. possible-can-do–won

14. Sail Forbidden Seas



Thread on Campus facebook. Thanks for any thoughts.

richard@verb.ly

16. offline


